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Overtime we have formed a personal relationship. At the beginning of this course, during Dr. In my example
of church I feel like there is always ways to be more effective. It made me more comfortable to share more
about myself with him. The experimental section of the research branch of the war department's information
and education division evaluated studies of films already existing, and had experimental studies where two
versions of the same film were compared, the second type of research set the way for the rest of the attitude
change research. I do share a little bit more with this person. I appreciate the fact, that during the course of the
semester, this class really did an admirable job introducing me to a variety of well known and widely studied
theories in the communication feild. There are always ways we can improve on this theory. The theories can
be combined to describe people and how those people interact and communicate with each other. They are
through my work, through my church, and though school. The list of selected research paper topics presents a
number of these theories and approaches such as agenda setting, cultivation, uses, and gratifications , as well
as topics related to how people use technology in the communication process. The remainder of
communication research paper topics list focuses on communication as a profession and the various
professional courses of study in the communication discipline: journalism, public relations, advertising, and
media management. This general understanding can be understood as an individuals personal theories on
communication. On Facebook I have to be really careful on what information I reveal on my profile. In
conclusion I can see how important communication theories are to my personal and professional life. The
study of media has been somewhat more organized than has been the study of the communication process
more generally, and there are a number of widely recognized theories of media as communication for which
considerable knowledge has been generated through various research studies. In my profession I am also
careful about what I tell my coworkers about my personal life. Through my example of school this
communication is effective to me because we have pretty much the same rules and standards to go by in each
class. Communication is broken down into theories. Three examples of these theories would be the social
penetration theory, cognitive dissonance theory and the uncertainty reduction theory. Taking these steps has
made me feel more secure on the information and communication I have with others. Schaffer and Keenan and
Evans describe four areas of language development; phonology, semantics, syntax and pragmatics. This theory
tells us that people use this to manage the relationship between screening and revealing their private
information West, R. One of my main duties at my job is answering the phones. This is someone that I have
learned overtime I can confide in. The church could send out bulletins before each Sunday. In my example of
work to have better communication in the future, my old supervisor could have done this by having monthly
meetings.


